How Do I Change That In Weathermap...

- Change font with LABELFONT
- Change position with POSITION
- Change label with LABEL
- Change colours with LABELCOLOR
- Change arrows with ARROWSTYLE
- Change width with WIDTH
- Change outline colour with OUTLINECOLOR
- Change background image with BACKGROUND
- Change background colour with BACKGROUND
- Change size with WIDTH/HEIGHT (only for non-image backgrounds)
- Change to percentages with BWSTYLE
- Change position with BWLABELPOS
- Change font with BWFONT
- Change colours with BWCOLOR
- Change position and title with KEYPOS
- Change style with KEYSTYLE
- Change font with KEYFONT
- Change colours with KEYCOLOR
- Change percent-colour bands with SCALE
- Add a node icon image with ICON
- Change the label position relative to the image with LABELOFFSET
- Make parallel links by changing the position of the link ends using offsets in the NODES line
- Make links curved using VIA points
- Change format and position with TIMEPOS
- Change font with TIMEFONT